Abstract-llmrems are presented concerning the optimal&y of ratioual approximations using non-Archimedean norms. Tbe algorithm for developing the rational approximatious is based on continued fraction techniques and is virtually equivalent to an algorithm employed by Berlekamp for decoding BCH codes. Several variations of the contiuued fraction tecbnique and Berlekamp's algorithm are illustrated on a common example.
I. INTRODUCTION M ANY researchers [l] - [6] have worked on the problem of finding simple algorithms for decoding BCH codes. The presently accepted decoding algorithm involving iterative computation was presented by Berlekamp [5] , and its connection with linear recurrences was developed by Massey [6] . It has since been discovered that Berlekamp's algorithm also can be adapted to the decoding of Goppa codes [7] .
In studying linear recurrences, Mills [16] . In this paper we develop the properties of continued fraction approximations in any field allowing non-Archimedean norms, apply this theory in the field of formal power series, and explicitly indicate the relation of continued fraction computations to Berlekamp's algorithm.
II. CONTINUED FRACTIONS FROM AN ABSTRACT

VIEWPOINT
Continued fractions can be discussed abstractly in any situation where a commutative ring $3, having a multiplication identity Z is contained within a field '3 and where a means has been provided for associating a unique element [s] from 3 with each choice of field element s. The theory of continued fractions has been developed extensively in the special case where 9 is the set of real numbers, '$l is the ring of ordinary integers, and [s] is the usual integer part of s. Using this analogy we will in general refer to elements of % as integers, to [s] as the integer part of s, and to s -1.~1 as the fractional part of s. Manuscript received March 18, 1977; revised June 20, 1978 . This work was supported in part by the Army Research Office under Grant DAAG29-76-G-0246. This paper was presented at the IEEE Intemational Symposium on Information Theory, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, October 10-14, 1977 .
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Within this framework, it is possible to construct a sequence of exact representations for a field element s, namely, s=u,+r, Z =a,+-a1 + r1 Z =a,+ Z a, + -a,+r2 =a,+ a,+ a,+** ( ( * +(un-I+(un+r,,)-')-'* * * -' -l. ) )
(1)
Here a,,, n=O, 1; . . , are integers determined according to
fern> 1 whenr,-,#O
n-1 where r,,, n=O, 1;. . , are fractional parts determined by r,=s-a 0 (4 Z r =--a n r n, for n > 1 when r,-, #O.
(5) n-l This development of seemingly more complicated representations of s can be continued indefinitely, terminating after N steps if and only if r,,, = 0, 0 being the additive identity of '3.
By a process of rationalization, the nth representation (1) of s can always be manipulated into the form 4(% + ?I> + 4
where A,,, B,,, C,,, and D, are multilinear expressions in qba,,-. . ,a,-,. The nth continued fraction approximation s,, to s is found simply by setting r,, to zero in (6): prl s, = n (7) En where P, = A,u, + B, (8) Q,,=C,,u,,+D,,.
By comparing (6) with n replaced by n + 1 to (6) 
for n =O, 1,2; * -. The initial conditions for these recursions are Po=u,
Hence the recursions (2)-(5) for a,, and the recursions (1 l)-(13) for determining P,, and Q, provide a simple computational method for generating the continued fraction approximation s,, to the field element s. Since the operations in (1 l)-(13) involve only addition and multiplication of integers, it follows that s,, is a ratio of integers and therefore is a rational approximation to s. The concept of division can be developed. For any two elements r and t in 9, r#O, we say that r divides t (abbreviated rlt) if r -'t E a. With this concept it is possible to show that the set of elements of % which can divide both P,, and Q,, in '$I, is quite limited. By using (1 l)-( 13) recursively, it can be shown that P,+,Q,-Q,+,P,=-(P,Q,-,-Q,P,-,)=(-I)"+'.
(14 It follows from (14) that an element r of 'GR can divide both P,, and Q,, in '?R (and hence the left side of (14)) only if r divides Z in ?R.
The continued fraction approximation error also can be computed recursively. Notice that pn Rn "-E=e, (15) where R,, = sQ, -P,,.
Since {Q,} and {P,,} satisfy the same recursion, (11) and (12), it follows that
R-,=-Z R,=s-u,=r,,.
Hence the sequence {R,,} can be determined from knowledge of the sequence {a,}. On the other hand, solving (6) for a,, + r, and applying (5) n-l By taking integer parts in (19), {a,} can be determined from {R,,} by
when R,-,#O.
(20) n-l In fact (17), (18), and (20) are an alternative set of recursions which may be used instead of (2)-(5) for determining {a,}.
A comparison of the right and left sides of (19) gives another recursion,
Equation (21) 
III. AN EXAMPLE IN THE FIELD OF FORMAL POWER
SERIES
Consider the collection of all formal power series of the form
j=O where the degree d is any real integer and the coefficients "i are from a field Tc. Add to this collection the additive identity 0, which may be viewed as a power series with all zero coefficients and hence has degree -co. Addition of two series is defined in the usual way, with coefficients of like powers of z being added to give the resulting coefficient on that power of z. If we let 
k=O Obviously the multiplicative identity is z= lzO (26) where one is the multiplicative identity of Fc. Division is accomplished by solving (25) in the proper order. Hence to compute T(z) as S -'(z)U(z) for any S(z)#O, one determines T(z) by first finding e from (24) and then finding to, t,, t,, * * * from (25) for j=O, 1,2; . * in that order. It should be clear that the collection of formal power series over %c forms a field 9.
Let ?R denote the ring of polynomials over Tc, i.e., the set of elements of the form P(z) = i pjZd-j j=O (27) which contain no negative powers of the indeterminate z. We shall view ?R as the ring of integers of 5 for the purpose of making continued fraction expansions. Hence an element S(z) of 9 is rational if it can be written as the ratio P(z)/Q(z) of two polynomials from 9,. It is possible to define an integer part for every element S(2) of 4 as follows:
possible. Since GF (16) has characteristic two, minus signs can be ignored, and thus (17) can also be written as R a,+&+R,+, n-1= with a,,+, and R,,, being the quotient and remainder in the Euclidean division of R,-, by R,,. In the sample computation to follow, formal power series will be represented by their coefficient sequence with a "decimal point" having the coefficient of z" on its left and the coefficient of z-l on its right. Hence s*(z)-1.&%%0~~X.
Furthermore, since P,,, Q,, and R, satisfy identical recursions, they can be packed in one long register, suitably divided into three sections, and manipulated simultaneously. Hence the initial conditions for the recursion are
To determine a, and R,, R, must be divided into R-,. We now do this carrying along the additional segments of the above registers. The first description of S(z) is its rational representation as a ratio of integers, and the second is the beginning of its equivalent representation as an element of the field of formal power series. In the context of error correcting codes, one may view S(z) as the ratio of the error evaiuator polynomial to the error locator polynomial [5] and the coefficients in the formal power series as power sums developed in the decoding process. Although not originally stated in the following terms, the problem solved by Berlekamp's algorithm is the estimation of S(z) from knowledge of the coefficients of zi, j > -6, in the formal power series expansion of S(z). That is, we are given s*(z)= 1+a5z-'+a9z-2+~4z-3+OZ-4+OZ~5 +&-6+xZ-7.. where X indicates unknown coefficients. Continued fraction approximations to S*(z) can be generated until lack of knowledge of X makes determination of some integer a, impossible. We now use the recursions (17) (18), and (20) to determine {R,,} and {a,,} and also use the recursions (1 I), (12) and (13) to determine {P,,} and {Q,} as far as is
While accomplishing the division of R _, by R, in the first segment of the register, the recursions P, = a, PO+ P-i and Q, = a, Q, + Q _ , have simultaneously been accomplished in the latter two segments of the register. The entire remainder in the compound register is R,IP,lQ, =.0a6ar30cu'2XI~'0~3.1~'0~'4.
The entire continued fraction computation is listed in Table I with each element replaced by its logarithm to the   22   IEEE TRANSACTIONS  ON INFORMATION  THEORY, VOL. IT-25, NO. 1, JANUARY 1979 base (Y to eliminate the repetitious printing of (Y. Thus P'l%, P O+* or blank 1-o cU+l ai-+& i=O, 1; * * ,14. Register contents, which can be interpreted directly as R,, ] P,,l Q,,, have their index n listed in the column II. A line with a blank in the index n column where the index listed above the blank is i corresponds to a partial division result in which the dividend register Rj-1lPi-,l Qi-, is being converted to Ri+ , I Pi+, I Qi+ , by division by Ril PiI Qi.
The final computable rational estimate of S*(z) is given by ST(z) = a 1°z3 + a4z2 + az + a4 z3 + a9z2 + a6z + a9 a'0z3+az2+a'3z+cx8 = z3+a6z2+a3z+a13 which happens to be the original S(z). In the following section, we derive theorems concerning the convergence of continued fraction estimates which will indicate the general conditions for S,*(z) = S(z). We will then take one final look at the relation between continued fractions and Berlekamp's algorithm.
IV. APPROXIMATION THEOREMS BASED ON NON-ARCHIMEDEAN NORMS
Questions of convergence and approximation quality will now be considered with respect to a norm defined on 4. The norm ]IAII is assumed to be a real valued function of A, A E 9, with the property that, for all A E 9, B E 9, the following hold: The unusual property R4) follows directly from the ultrametric inequality. Q.E.D.
Before developing the general approximation theorems, a more precise description of the relation between field elements, their integer and fractional parts, and the nonArchimedean norm is necessary. We assume the following: P4) the norms of the elements of the integer ring % are 0,1,2, or numbers greater than 2, and at least one element has norm 2; P5) fractional parts of field elements must have norms less than unity:
ll~-[gla for all s E 9.
Notice that the norm and integer part function defined in the formal power series example satisfy P4) and P5) also. These intuitively reasonable postulates are actually quite strong when considered in conjunction with a non-Archimedean norm. R 7) Apply R 6) to P 5). Q.E.D.
The norm of the continued fraction approximation error can be put in the useful form (2% By using (19) and noting that r,, is a fractional part and must have norm at most i by R 7), II R, II can be bounded by 11R3,11 = fi Ilr,,ll <2-cn+'). Strong statements can be made concerning the optimality of continued fraction approximations when operating in the mathematical structure described thus far.
Theorem 2: With postulates PI)-P5) holding, let { P,,/Q,,} be a sequence of continued fraction approximations to s, s E 9. For every choice of P and Q in 3, let n be the largest integer for which 11 Q,l] < ]I Q 11. Then and This theorem states that the best rational approximation to s, under a constraint on the maximum value of the denominator's norm, is always contained in the sequence of continued fraction approximations. The corresponding theorem for continued fractions when 9 is the real numbers is not as strong [ 1 I].
Theorem 3: With postulates P 1)-P5) holding, let K > 1, and let the best rational approximations to s and s*, with denominator norms bounded by K, be denoted by the (continued fraction) approximations P,,/ Q, and pZZ/ QL respectively. That is <I.
The inequality follows from our method of selecting n. Since P, Q,,, Q, and P,, are all in a, PQ,, -QP,, must be in 9,. But the only integer in '% with norm less than one is 0. Hence PQ,, -QP, = 0, whence P/Q = P,,/Q,, and the result follows. Q.E.D.
It is also possible to determine to what extent the best rational approximations to two distinct field elements s and s* are identical. A lemma will be required before developing these results.
Lemma 2: With postulates P l)-P5) holding, let P,,/ Q,,, n > 1, be a rational element of 3 generated by a continued fraction computation. Let A and B be any two elements of 68, such that A #O and AP,, = BQ,,.
Then
IIAII) IIQAL
Proof: Equation (14) indicates in general that P,,Q,-,-QnPn-,= IL I.
Multiplying by A, substituting for AP,, and taking norms gives
IlQnll IIBQ,-,-AP,-,II=IIAII.
The quantity BQn-i -AP, _, must be a nonzero element of 9 with norm at least one, and the result follows.
The following theorem is the obvious key to rational approximation theories based on incomplete information. By the above assumption QzPn = Pz Q,, and by Lemma 2, IlQzll> 11 Q,,ll. Hence the above equation reduces to [Is~i~WIIW ', and the proof is complete in one direcb) Conversely, assume that IIs--s*lI < l/llQ,IIK. Then the following relation can be derived using the ultrametric inequality and Theorem 2:
IlQ,V',-f';Q,ll II QAI II Q;ll
We now develop the relationship between rational approximations to any nonzero field element s and to s-' in the abstract setting of Section IV, where the norm is non-Archimedean. Furthermore, assume that bll = 1 (36) so that, for any rational approximation P/Q to s satisfying II D II
( 1 < max TEw&. 1
Multiplying through by 11 Q, II 11 Q,T, II yields
Since Qz P,, -Pi Q,, E % and has norm less than one, it must be 0, and PJQ,, = Pz/Q,*,.
Q.E.D.
The specialization of the above theorems to the field of formal power series provides insight into the problem of estimating ratios of polynomials from incomplete information about the formal power series. If S(z) is rational, then the continued fraction estimates will terminate at (35) after at most deg QN(z) iterations. Using K= IIQJz)ll in Theorem 3 indicates that SN(z)= S&(z), provided that II S(z) -s*(t)11 < 11 Q,v(z)ll -2, Thinking of S*(z) as any formal power series which agrees with s(z) in its "known" coefficients, one can now deduce the following corollary to Theorem 3.
Corollary : Let S(z)= P(z)/ Q(z) be a rational element of the field of formal power series, with P(z) and Q(z) containing no common factors of degree greater than zero. If S(z) is given in incomplete power series form with the largest exponent of z having an unspecified coefficient being -d, then P(z) and Q(z) can be uniquely determined up to a scalar multiple from the incomplete power series if and only if deg Q(z)<d/2.
V. RATIONALAPPROXIMATIONSTOS-' AND BERLEKAMP'SALGORITHM
There are variations of the continued fraction algorithm which can be made without affecting the quality of the rational approximations generated in the algorithm. Three such variations are presented here and then used to demonstrate the virtual equivalence of Berlekamp's algorithm to a continued fraction computation. it follows by R4) that IIPII-_ jppsll-1, (38) Standard norm manipulations now yield
Equations (38) and (39) are sufficient to develop the following corollary to Theorem 2. Corollary : Let s be an element with llsll= 1, and let P,,/Q,, n=l,L..-, and P,'/Qn/, n= 1,2,-e., be the rational approximations to s and s-', respectively, generated by continued fraction computations. Then and P Q' -L=" R, Pi
It is possible to compute formally the continued fraction approximations to s-' from s without either inverting s or computing P,,/Q,, and then inverting. Representing the appropriate quantities in the continued fraction computation for s ~ ' by a; and R,', we notice that R;=s-'Q,-P; or sR,'=Q;-sP,.
The recursions governing the continued fraction computation for P,;, Q,l, and sR,' are
Q' n+1= aL+,Q,l+ QLL (42~) sR, ',,=aA,,sR,'+sR,'_,. (424 Except for the initial conditions (41), there is little difference between the continued fraction computation for s and s-'. For the remainder of this section, we limit discussion to the field of formal power series as described in Section III. Notice that in this case
and initialization of the algorithm for generating rational approximations is quite simple. Using the register-packing techniques described earlier, the continued fraction approximations to S -'(z) can be developed. The results of such a computation are illustrated for the example of Section III, namely, in Table II. A comparison of Table I with Table II indicates that Jwx?n=ex?;lP,I~ forn>l, and both produce the correct representation for S(z) and terminate at n = 3. The continued fraction computation for formal power series can be modified to guarantee that the denominator polynomial is manic. The modification is as follows: The initial conditions (45) of the algorithm are unchanged, all modifications involving only the recursions (46). Since all computable a,, are manic and since Q, and Q, are manic and deg Q, > deg Q,-,, for all n such that Rnpl #O, it follows from the Q, recursion (46d) that all the Q, computed by the recursion will be manic. The above algorithm can again be mechanized using the register-packing technique described earlier with one modification to accommodate the determination of b,,. When the division of R,, _, 1 P,, _, 1 Q,-, by R,,I P,,l Q,, begins, the first step is to multiply the dividend R,, _ , (P,, _, I Q, _, by element b,, + , , which makes the first nonzero coefficient in the resultant dividend register agree with the first nonzero coefficient in the divisor register. Division then progresses normally. When this variation of the continued fraction computation is performed on (S*(z))-', the results are shown in Table III. One can apply Berlekamp's algorithm (see [5, p. 1841) directly to the S*(z) example used in this paper, noting that 1 + S(z') in Berlekamp's notation is S*(z) in our notation with z' = z -'. Hence power series in Berlekamp's notation are in z rather than z -'. The results of this computation are in Table IV. A comparison of Tables III  and IV In each of these relations, the quantity on the left is Berlekamp's notation and the quantity on the right is the notation used in this paper. ( .)LP and ( .)RP denote the left and right portions of the quantities in parentheses and .are meant only as an aid in comparing tables. The boxed entries in (1 + S)a ck) in Table IV are the values of A{"' used in Berlekamp's algorithm. It is apparent that Berlekamp's algorithm and the continued fraction algorithm contain the same partial results at the end of each iteration of the continued fraction algorithm. However, partial division results in the continued fraction algorithm (n index not defined) do not match the corresponding intermediate results in Table IV . The reader may draw his own conclusions as to the "equivalence" of Berlekamp's algorithm to a continued fraction algorithm.
VI. A FINAL COMMENT
The development of P(z) and Q(z) from the known power sums by recursive computation is the essence of Berlekamp's algorithm for decoding BCH codes. Massey provided a connection with linear recurrences, and Mills then discussed the connection between linear recurrences and continued fractions in the field of formal power series. In this paper we have further generalized and abstracted the basic postulates under which approximation algorithms like Berlekamp's algorithm are useful, in the hope that researchers will recognize more general situations where continued fraction approximation techniques may be employed and that students will acquire greater insight into Berlekamp's BCH decoding algorithm.
